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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Humans are story-telling animals. Many of our most cherished ideas are
articulated in the form of a narrative. We share our stories because we hope that we will
be able to transfer components of our own experiences to others. We pass on funny
stories because we want the person to laugh. We convey tales of sadness because we
want others to share in our sorrow. Simply put, we share stories because we want to
influence others just as we seek out stories in the hope that they will influence us. The act
of story-telling is a rhetorical process by which we encourage others to share our views or
change their own habits of action. Most of these attempts at story-telling are slight in
reach; the majority of us lack the ability to influence the masses with our stories. So we
instead focus on our immediate circles of family and friends, peers and cohorts. But those
who do develop a mass message have many mediums from which to choose: public
speaking, published books, radio broadcasts, movies, television, internet, and the list goes
on. Some of these methods have obtained the status of art; others are held to be decidedly
more low brow. While the form by which a narrative is shared is of some rhetorical
importance, the form alone should not determine the worthiness of an artifact’s study.
Comics—illustrated panels depicting a progressing story with or without textual
description or quotation— have been around for centuries. They have been used to
convey stories and shape public opinion. It was not until the early decades of the 20th
Century that this medium for information transmission branched out on its own with any
sort of narrative coherence. The comic book was a creation of the 1930s. It was a cross
between newspaper comic strips and pulp fiction magazines. From the very beginning,
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the comic book offered a unique and easily accessible form of entertainment. Many of the
first comic books that hit the newsstands were collections of comic strips that originally
ran in local and national papers. While the comic strip books had reasonable enough sales
to justify their continued production, the comic book would soon demonstrate that single
continuous titles offered much more appeal and greater readership demand. The comic
book as a continuing narrative was born.
In the following study I will examine the rhetorical processes at play in one of the
most popular and enduring comic book series, focusing on the title character from which
it draws significant narrative power: Captain America. More specifically, I will look at
the six part storyline collectively titled Captain America: The New Deal (here after
referred to as The New Deal). I will examine how Captain America adapts, and is
rhetorically adapted, to fit the narrative circumstances following the terrorist attacks on
September the Eleventh
The question that drives this study is thus: does The New Deal, framed as a
response to the events surrounding September the Eleventh, form a rhetorically effective
narrative? Crucial to answering this question is the use of the Narrative Paradigm as
articulated by Walter Fisher. Specifically, I will be examining the degree to which the
artifacts demonstrate narrative rationality, which is composed of both coherence (or
probability) and fidelity. The former aspect of the narrative approach “brings into focus
the integrity of a story as a whole” while the latter “pertains to the individuated
components of stories—whether they represent accurate assertions about social reality
and thereby constitute good reasons for belief or action.”1 Narrative probability can be
further divided into: structural probability, or how well the narrative elements connect to
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each other; material probability, or how well the narrative being told compares to other
narratives that have been told; and characterological probability, or the consistency of a
character’s actions over time.2 These divisions provide a basis for examining the
structural integrity of the narrative.
Narrative fidelity is also multi-dimensional. Fisher explains that fidelity is an
examination of truth of a story, whereby “one considers questions of fact, relevance,
consequence, consistency, and transcenden[ce]” so as to determine “what the values are;
whether or not they are pertinent to the story or case at hand; whether or not their impact
on one’s concept of self, one’s relationship with others, and the process of rhetorical
transaction is desired.”3 Fisher further explains that narrative fidelity allows the reader to
apply practical wisdom (read: common sense). The common sense approach allows the
reader to determine if, given their prior knowledge, the new information being presented
makes sense. If it does, then the new information can be accepted; if issues arise, then
they may choose to alter their beliefs, or reject the new information.
A narrative treatment of the comic book form is justified on at least two levels.
Given Captain America’s long-standing position within the comic book genre, the ability
to focus on a specific narrative within the overall mythology of the title character
provides more than what a generalized survey would provide. At the same time, this
approach—using the principles of rhetoric to examine and critique the story-telling at
play in a comic book—hopefully serves to validate comics as a genre worthy of serious
scholarly attention.
A cursory review of the literature on Captain America-as-rhetoric demonstrates
two main tendencies: (1) oversimplification of otherwise complex and involved
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narratives; and/or (2) a lack of theory-based analysis. In Robert Jewett and John Shelton
Lawrence’s Captain America and the Crusade Against Evil: The Dilemma of Zealous
Nationalism (2004), the authors note the importance of Captain America’s narrative
elements. The problem that develops, however, is a failure to recognize how these
elements have changed over time and how new narrative elements have, at times,
contradicted previous narrative elements. Jewett and Lawrence attempt to use a snapshot
of Captain America and a snapshot of the American populous to define the current state
of affairs. The flaw in this approach is that it fails to recognize that both Captain America
and the American populous are the culmination of their past experiences. The second
tendency is no less an issue. When Captain America comics have been looked at with a
serious desire to understand the adaptation of the narrative, it has been done without a
solid theoretical foundation. This omission lends credence to the suggestion that comic
books are lacking in substance and that niche entertainment is without scholarly merit.
My aforementioned narrative approach to Captain America mitigates against
these deficits in several clear ways. By examining a piece of rhetoric through this
framework I will be able to determine: (1) the general persuasiveness of a narrative shift
as it relates to specific contextual realities (read: The New Deal as a response to the
events of September 11th), and (2) how that success or failure is determined, in large part,
by audience expectations regarding the rhetorical choices found in The New Deal. No
specific story is independent of the stories that came before. As such, The New Deal is
inevitably tied to the Captain America mythology that preceded it.
This project will develop in four stages. First, I will review the literature and
research that has already developed around the narratives of Captain America. In doing
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so, I will provide the reader with a more thorough understanding of Captain America as a
historical (if fictional) and rhetoric figure. The examination of past research will provide
interpretive reference points from the past while also demonstrating the need for further
examination of Captain America.
After reviewing the literature, I will examine Walter Fisher’s method more
thoroughly by exploring the functionality and applicability of the components found
within coherence and fidelity. With an understanding of Fisher’s method we can then
look at criticisms and challenges posed to the method. This will assist in understanding
the weaknesses and the strengths found in the method itself. The expanded understanding
of the narrative paradigm will further justify the application of Fisher’s method to the
Captain America artifacts.
The third section will provide the merger of artifact and method. It will be a
rhetorical analysis of the narrative effectiveness. Through the lens of the narrative
paradigm we will be able explore the cultural and historical impact of the narrative of
Captain America after one of the largest terrorist attacks carried out on American soil.
Finally, with the analysis in place, conclusions can be drawn about the
effectiveness of the rhetorical adaptations that Captain America has undergone.
Conclusions may also be drawn about the effectiveness and utility of Fisher’s method on
comic book research. These insights will provide potential avenues for future research
specific to Captain America, relative to rhetoric, and as generally applicable to the comic
book genre. Comic books are, to be clear, objects of specialized interest. But it is
exactly in such places that rhetoric lurks, awaiting further examination. And while
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comics may currently appeal to a select few, they speak to the contextual/situational
realities of the world in which we all live.

NOTES
1

Walter R. Fisher, Human Communication as Narration: Toward a Philosophy of
Reason, Value, and Action (University of South Carolina Press, 1987), 105.
2

Ibid., 47-49.

3

Ibid., 88-89.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this chapter I will first explain the historical background of the character
Captain America by looking at both the historical context which gave rise to the comic
and the reactions these origin tales elicited. The examination of the initial comics is
necessary as Captain America as a character is often judged based on original portrayals.
The reactions these comics elicited are important because they demonstrate that the
Captain America narrative has been constructed as a response to conflicts involving
Americans throughout history. The responses have differed depending on the context.
But they all derive their strength as narrative from the origins of the same. Second, I will
examine the artifact that is the focus of this thesis: Captain America and the response to
September the Eleventh represented in a six comic series written by John Ney Rieber and
illustrated by John Cassaday (collectively referred to as The New Deal). This analysis
will demonstrate that the Captain America narrative is a historically rich, though
superficially examined, area of inquiry. Further, it will demonstrate why a scholarly
treatment centered on the rhetorical aspects of the Captain America narrative—and
focused more exclusively on The New Deal—will yield insights that past commentators
have ignored.

The Origins of Captain America
Because Captain America acts as a reflection of his time, understanding the
events that shaped the character is necessary to understand the rhetorical impact the
character’s actions have on its readers. A thorough understanding of the World War II
comics provides us with a base for characterological development. In recent years, many
reviewers have made reference to what Captain America was originally supposed to be,
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but few of the reviews provide an explanation of the character’s origins. This is an
important consideration. Though fictional, the narrative of Captain America has a
starting point. Any change in the narrative, large or small, is a reaction to that starting
point. Any continuation of the initial narrative signals continuity that demands
exploration. It is clear that, from the start, Captain America was a politicized form of
narrative-building.
Created by Joe Simon1 and Jack Kirby,2 Captain America promoted American
involvement in World War II. Unlike many comics which start with the hero and then
find the villain, Joe Simon explains that they started out with the villain of Hitler. He
explains, “with his hair and that stupid-looking moustache and his goose-stepping. He
was like a cartoon anyway.”3 With a vivid real life villain established they then had to
design the hero. Simon designed a patriotic figure whose chain mail clothing and kite
shield weapon resembled one of his favorite story characters, King Arthur. The
character’s kite shaped shield only lasted through the first issue as a potential lawsuit
over Captain America looking too much like MLJ Magazine’s character The Shield.4 The
Shield was a star spangled character who appeared in Pep comics. The Shield’s costume
featuring a kite shaped shield, which resembled the actual shield that Captain America
carried. To avoid conflict Simon, Kirby, Arthur Goodman (owner of Timely Comics,
which later morphed into Marvel) and John Goldwater (owner of MLJ Magazine) agreed
that a change in the shape of the shield to the now iconic circular version would resolve
the issue.5
The first issue of Captain America hit newsstands on December 20, 1940.6 The
cover of Captain America vol. 1, no. 1, featured Captain America punching Hitler across
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the jaw while he is developing plans to sabotage the United States in what appears to be a
Nazi bunker.7 Captain America became a household name after just the first issue. The
first ten comics featured stand alone Captain America stories, while no. 1 had four
Captain America stories with the inclusion of the origins story, the other nine featured
three Captain America stories which on average were fifteen pages long. After the tenth
issue creators Jack Kirby and Joe Simon were fired from Timely Comics and new writers
and illustrators took over8.
The original origins story for Captain America took only 8 pages and sets the
scene which establishes the need for the star spangled hero. “The ruthless war-mongers of
Europe focus their eyes on a peace loving America… the youth of our country heed the
call to arm for defense… but great as the dangers of foreign attack … is the threat of
invasion from within… the dreaded fifth column…”9 America has already come under
attack and saboteurs have already infiltrated the highest levels of the United States Army.
Faced with a threat from within his own military, the president, who is not named but
who resembles Franklin Delano Roosevelt, reveals to his advisors that he has already
started developing a solution.
Inside a secret FBI facility hidden within a Curios shop, a modern laboratory, a
frail Steve Rogers, and a scientist with a “strange seething liquid”10 await the military
supervisors. The scientist tells Steve Rogers to not be afraid as he is “about to become
one of America’s saviors.” Steve Rogers is then injected with the liquid that rapidly
builds his muscle and brain tissue. Just after the scientist declares Steve Rogers is now
Captain America “because like ‘him’ America shall gain the strength and the will to
safeguard our shores,”11 one of the onlookers opens fire. He kills the scientist and
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destroys the leftover serum. The now powerful Captain America leaps into action striking
the saboteur. While the saboteur tries to escape he stumbles into the electronic equipment
and dies of electric shock.
Private Steve Rogers is stationed with a regular Army unit at Camp Lehigh, but
his identity as Captain America is kept secret. The only person who knows of his secret
persona was a boy named Bucky Barnes who serves as the camp’s mascot. Bucky
discovered Steve Roger’s secret by accidently walking in on him as he was changing into
his costume. Since the duo had to share the secret they decided that they should also
share the responsibility of protecting America.
Captain America and Bucky fought new villains each month with little continuity.
A few enemy characters would make repeat appearances; but, for the most part, Captain
America and Bucky would defeat their enemy and then move on to the next villain and
next story. The storylines often followed a structure similar to that used in popular
monster comics: an evil, often disfigured, character posed a great danger and it was up to
the hero to step in and destroy the threat. In the first ten comics Captain America and
Bucky foiled plots and then turned the would-be saboteurs in to the F.B.I., so long as the
saboteur did not kill themselves or get killed by their accomplices before Captain
America and Bucky could detain them. The saboteurs were often depicted as Nazi
supporters with letters from Hitler or swastika marked items in their lairs.
Other saboteurs appeared as Asians with a Nazi connection. The Ageless
Orientals appeared in Captain America vol. 1, no. 2, and a group of Asians set on
destroying the Pacific fleet appeared in Captain America vol. 1, no. 5. It was not until
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, in Captain America vol. 1, no. 13, that the Asian
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group attacking America would be identified as Japanese identified by the Rising Sun
flag. Captain America is featured on the cover punching a fanged member of the
Japanese military saying “You started it! Now- we’ll finish it!”12 After the bombing of
Pearl Harbor all Japanese are portrayed as enemies, but as John Moser points out, not in
the same way that Germans are portrayed. Moser explains that Germans and Japanese are
portrayed very differently. “The most significant difference generally cited is that there
were sharp distinctions drawn between Germans and Nazis, while ‘Japs’ were depicted as
an undifferentiated horde.”13 Some Germans were not portrayed as enemies of America,
they lived in the United States and functioned as productive citizens. The Japanese were
never portrayed this way in the comics.
As World War II progressed Captain America and Bucky increasingly became
less focused on fighting Nazi enemies and instead started battling gangsters in the United
States. “Between issues 43 (November 1944) and 49 (August 1945) the Nazis appeared in
only three stories, and thereafter vanished altogether.”14 Nazi spies in the last few comics
were no longer trying to destroy America but were instead focused on trying to change
American perception so that Americans would want to support the Nazis instead of
fighting them.
With the war’s end, Captain America comics began focusing on the private life of
Steve Rogers and Bucky. This focus eventually resulted in Bucky being shot in vol. 1,
no. 66, and not returning before the comic’s cancelation in December of 1949. Bucky’s
role as a sidekick was replaced by the increasingly important role of Captain America’s
girlfriend Betsy Ross. With many changes in the comic (and real) world, the decision to
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cancel Captain America came after the December 1949 publication of Captain America
Weird Tales vol. 1, no. 75. This was the first full cancelation of the comic.
Determining the readership of a comic, especially one over fifty years old, is
difficult. Accurately assessing the readership’s perception of that same comic is even
more problematic. While reactions to more recent comics can be found on numerous
blogs and fan cites, relatively little has been done to collect reader perceptions of comics
prior to the advent of the internet. The comic revival in the eighties brought with it an
increase in comic fan magazines. The primary focus of these types of publications was to
provide readers with insight from the writer. They were not intended to gauge or collect
the readership’s responses. As a result many researchers have resorted to looking at sales
figures as an indication of popularity and interest.
Captain America vol. 1, no. 1, sold nearly 1 million copies with a sell through rate
of ninety seven percent.15 To put this into perspective, in 1941 comic books overall were
selling about 10 million copies a month.16 In its first month of availability Captain
America accounted for nearly ten percent of the entire market. In this way, profit primed
the narrative’s longevity: the popularity of the initial run ensured continued production.
That said, readership does not equate to only positive reception from an audience.
Several people sent in complaints to Timely Comics about the political leanings of their
best selling character Captain America. In the late 30s/early 40s the United States had a
substantial amount of Nazi supporters . One of the groups that made a large impact on
Joe Simon was the German American Bund. While it is hard to determine the exact size,
figures range from as high as 36,000 members to as low as 6,000 members.17 According
to Simon, the German American Bund “were vocal, and there were a lot of them.”18
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Enough threats were made against Timely Comics that police officers were stationed
outside their building and the FBI became involved. This did not stop the production or
change the enemy of Captain America as a large amount of support was also coming in
praising the editors and creators for taking a stand in support of the war. Joe Simon
received even more praise when a phone call from the mayor of New York, Fiorello
LaGuardia, let him know that he had nothing to worry about, the city would make sure
the people behind Captain America would remain unharmed.19
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the United State’s declaration of war on
Japan, followed closely by Germany’s declaration of war on the United States, spies and
saboteurs started appearing in most of the popular titles. Many of these titles mirrored a
Captain America story line; this did not affect the sales of Captain America as the comic
continued to sell nearly one million copies a month. The Office of War Information
(OWI) realized the influence available through comic books and began launching its own
titles. The OWI launched several comics encouraging kids to recycle and help out with
the war movement as much as possible. The OWI also “asked the entertainment industry
to raise American morale, encourage public cooperation and participation in the war
effort, identify the menace of the Axis Powers, and inform audiences about the
progressive war aims pursued by the United States and its allies.”20 Though Captain
America was not funded by the United States government per se, it promoted activities
that would benefit the war effort as requested by the OWI. The publishers were able to
“boost their image by linking their product to patriotism and the war effort.”21 Captain
America and Bucky encouraged the youth of America to form Sentinel of Liberty clubs
in their local communities in order to spot and stop spies and saboteurs; by sending in 10
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cents they would get an official badge along with other member benefits.22 Captain
America and Bucky also encouraged kids to recycle paper,23 to buy war saving stamps,
and to build their own toys so that factories can focus on war production. Captain
America treated all of its readers as though they could make a difference in a world
consumed by war.
Jason Dittmer, a modern scholar whose work examines the geographical based
divisions amongst populations, helps explain how Captain America functioned as an icon
capable of evoking action from the readers during World War II. He notes that “Captain
America is an anthropomorphized version of the American identity uniting the scale of
the body politic with the scale of the individual body. Literally embodying the idealized
American nation, Captain America provides a role model through which younger readers
can imagine themselves as an explicitly American super hero.”24 According to Dittmer,
Captain America operates differently from other national symbols because children can
envision themselves as Captain America. Symbols like flags and eagles don’t lend
themselves to this type of connection.
Dittmer points out that throughout World War II a great amount of attention was
paid to how people of different nationalities were to be portrayed. He explains that
Americans are portrayed “as both chivalrous and merciful… the British served as a
generic ally for the United States and where both loyal and courageous… (Japanese) are
often narrated as ‘Sinister looking Orientals’… or even at one point as ‘dirty yellow
devils.”25 Dittmer explains that clear lines were drawn indicating who was good and who
was bad during the war, but as the war began to wind down the previously clear lines
began to blur.
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At the end of World War II the United States government was given a higher
level of power than ever seen before. American poverty was retreating and with massive
government support programs in place, the need for superheroes seemed to be subsiding.
The “superheroes animated by the crusading spirit of the New Deal and World War II
seemed directionless and even irrelevant now that those victories had been won.” 26 For
most heroes, the end of World War II meant a decline in sales; for Captain America it
meant complete cancelation. In 1954 Captain America returned for a brief time
continuing the original series numbering. Captain America…Commie Smasher nos. 76,
77, and 78 attempted to bring Captain America and Bucky back, but low sales led to the
short three issue run.
Captain America as a character was successfully revived in 1963 in the third issue
of The Avengers. According to the new storyline, Captain America spent the end of
World War II frozen in ice and time. The Avengers—which consisted of Thor, Iron Man,
Giant-Man and the Wasp—found Captain America floating in the ocean. The group
thaws him out to live again in the sixties. While Captain America became a permanent
member of the Avengers he received a larger role in Tales of Suspense. Tales featured
only Iron Man stories from issues 39 to 58. Captain America is featured in Tales vol. 1,
no. 58, but does not have a title reference. It was not until vol.1, no. 59, that Captain
America receives a title reference. Tales was treated as a double feature; Iron Man and
Captain America both had their own separate stories within the comic. Iron Man
received first title until 1967. In vol. 1, no. 90, Captain America is given first title, the
two then switched back and forth with Captain America getting his own comic again in
1968 after Tales issue 99.
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Since 1968 Captain America has been in continuous publication featuring new
stories and the retelling of old ones. Captain America has fought other superheroes, super
villains, regular criminals, the President of the United States, spies, saboteurs, and
terrorists. Throughout the years Captain America has been used to make public and
political statements that have resulted in heavy criticism from its readers. In an interview
in the 80s, Joe Simon explained that, while he did not read the newer versions of the
comic, he was happy that new writers and artists were adapting Captain America to the
times. “I think the important thing would be to keep him contemporary. Get him involved
in adventures based on real world events”27 Simon further states that “Captain America is
the expression of the American ideal. He stands for what should do if we could do
anything we wanted… He’s a reflection of us.”28 While some people have found
themselves drawn toward the opinion expressed in Captain America comics, others have
been repelled.
The end of World War II signaled the end of the golden age of Captain America.
But it did not indicate the end of the story. Captain America has been in continuous
publication for over forty years addressing and adapting to historical events, responding
and reacting to new threats. It is difficult to think of an event equal to the attacks on
September the Eleventh in terms of both historical importance and existential threat. It is
for this reason that Captain America’s reaction to the attacks on September the Eleventh
serves as the artifact for this thesis. On the one hand, The New Deal taps into the
narratives that came before it. On the other, it is also complicated by the ambiguities that
came with the fall of the Twin Towers.
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Captain America Post 9/11
On September 11, 2001 the United States was attacked not by a nation, not by an
individual, and not by a culture. The American people watched news footage of the Twin
Towers collapsing without understanding the cause and being unsure of where to place
the blame and direct the anger. There was no Hitler to confront, no easily categorizeable
menace to combat. So the initial reaction was to transform ordinary citizens doing
extraordinary things into a fulcrum for understanding and, at first, solidarity. American
heroes became objects of adoration: fire fighters sifting through rubble, police officers
risking their own lives to help others, first and second responders putting their health at
risk to help America, figuratively and literally, dig out of our shock and sadness. The
idea that “We are all New Yorkers now”29 brought a brief respite, a sense of purpose, to
an act that didn’t make sense.
The United States found itself having to react to a new type of war while still
trying to pull itself back together. The news stations began producing opinion polls trying
to figure out if we should go to war. The question that then had to follow was, with
whom? A large portion of Americans couldn’t point to a specific country in the Middle
East if their lives depended on it. Stories of verbal and physical attacks against Middle
Eastern looking citizens began surfacing across the nation. Some citizens began
questioning if the United States’ foreign policy or past actions had contributed to the
attacks. But these individuals were often silenced, labeled un-American and unpopular.
Comic books, as a medium, are already on the fringe of social awareness. As a result,
they can often make statements and offer suggestions that go outside normal
expectations.
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While most forms of entertainment media decided to focus on the pain created by
the attacks, Captain America took a different approach. Under the direction of writer
John Ney Rieber and illustrator John Cassady, the comic sought to enlarge the frame so
as to place September the Eleventh in the midst of action. The rhetors use the attacks as a
conversation starter which allows a deeper exploration of terrorism than would
previously be allowed or thought of. The first six issues of Captain America volume 4
were originally divided into two parts with the first three comics bearing the title Enemy
and the second set of three bearing the title Warlords. These six comics were reissued as
a set in 2010 under the title The New Deal, and are the primary focus of this study.
Enemy: Chapter 1, Dust,30 provides the reader with an introduction to the post
9/11 United States. The lack of detail provided on the attacks mirrors reality as the
audience’s focus initially becomes dealing with the aftermath and then seeking out who is
to blame. Steve Rogers, in civilian clothes, is shown digging through the rubble hoping to
find anyone still alive. While walking down a smaller street in the city, Steve Rogers
changes into the Captain America uniform and blocks a knife being wielded by a man
who lost his wife in the attack. The man sought to strike a young man of Middle Eastern
descent who he wanted to blame for the loss of his wife. The action shifts away from the
city landscape into a small Middle America town called Centerville seven months later.
The town is bombarded from the air with land mines on Easter Sunday. A terrorist enters
the town’s church at 9:01 a.m. and tells the congregation to pray.
Captain America “Enemy: Chapter 2, One Nation,”31 begins by showing the
church floor covered with mines and trip wires and the terrorists controlling the
congregation with guns. A news reporter is taken hostage and forced to air the messages
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of the terrorists. The group is waiting for Captain America to show up so that they can
make him “pay with his blood for the crimes of a nation of blood.”32 Captain America
makes his way through the town taking out terrorist sentries and snipers along his way.
Just as Captain America reaches the church, four terrorists dressed in desert robes
surround him while declaring that he is responsible for their presence.
Enemy: Chapter 3, Soft Targets,33 begins by providing some insight as to why the
small town of Centerville was chosen as a target by the terrorists. The town is home to a
bomb manufacturing facility and it is because of the citizens’ work that they were chosen
as targets. The action then switches back to Captain America fighting the terrorists in
desert garb where a similar reveal is provided. The terrorists Captain America is fighting
are kids who all have prosthetic limbs. The loss of their limbs Captain America
determines is from land mines and cluster bombs that were left in war zones after a war
had ended. After one of the children detonates a grenade cluster on their chest, Captain
America makes his way to the church and kills Al-Tariq (the terrorist who took control of
the church). After Al-Tariq is dead, Captain America removes his mask, looks into the
camera and makes it clear that the killing of Al-Tariq was his act and not the act of the
United States.
Warlords Part 1,34 starts in an underground facility in which Col. Fury (head of
the department Captain America works under) and Secretary Dahi (an undeveloped
character who represents the Government in some fashion) review footage from the
events at Centerville. Secretary Dahi views Captain America’s identity being revealed as
a threat while Col. Fury expresses that the act brings with it no consequences. While the
two men discuss the earlier events, Captain America is fighting his way past security to
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get to the room in which the men are holding their meeting. Captain America found a
specific tag around the neck of all of terrorists at Centerville and recalls that Colonel Fury
tried giving one to him before he entered the town. Confused by the appearance of the
tags he demands answers from Colonel Fury but Secretary Dahi does not allow for an
answer to be provided. Captain America leaves the base and is likely heading to the
airport so that he can attend a meeting in Dresden. While driving over a dam he is
attacked from both sides and is left with no choice but to jump into the water.
Warlords Part 2: Above the Law,35 begins by showing the crowd looking on at the
attack. As Captain America surfaces from the water he quickly takes care of his attackers
until only one is left conscious. As the last attacker is ranting against the American way
of life he suddenly falls over dead. The tag around his neck that matches all of the other
terrorist’s tags switched from showing a green light to a red light. As Captain America
looks over all of the other attackers on the ground they all now showed red lights on their
tags and they all were dead. Colonel Fury arrives just in time for Captain America to
confront him about the tags but all he is able to say is that the tags offer an advantage.
Unsatisfied with the response provided, Captain America continues on his way to board a
plane the next day.
Dressed in civilian attire, Steve Rogers holds a conversation with a German
woman who recognizes him from the news. The conversation forces Rogers to think
more deeply about his and his nation’s actions. As he enters Dresden he begins thinking
about the similarities of 9/11 and the Dresden bombings. While caught up in a moment of
recollection a bomb explodes bringing the building that he had just entered down on top
of him.
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In Warlords Part 3, Captain America struggles to make his way up through the
rubble and on the surface confronts his attacker. Captain America stands face to face with
the man behind it all. The two begin to fight and Captain America quickly gains
dominance holding the Mastermind on the ground as the polizei show up. The polizei
turn out to be followers of the terrorist group and strike Captain America down. While
fighting, the Mastermind offers to turn over all of his forces if Captain America can name
the Mastermind’s home country. He provides details about his family’s death but Captain
America is unable to determine the location. As the two men fight it becomes clear to
Captain America that the man in front of him had become the same type of Warlord that
created him by killing his parents. Captain America delivered a debilitating blow and the
fight was over. The Mastermind was beaten and unconscious on the ground surrounded
by burning rubble. To show that he was not his enemy, Captain America carries the
Mastermind out of the rubble and the narrative is over.
Rieber and Cassaday’s Captain America reminds readers that a vision of complete
unification amongst citizens brings with it possible advantages and potentially dangerous
consequences. Several readers responded with a great amount of support for the
politically controversial, yet in many ways accurate, statements that Rieber was able to
make in a six issue run while others expressed that the comic goes too far. Max Allan
Collins, a comic writer who has also written several novels including Saving Private
Ryan, praised Rieber for the “story’s courage and ability to examine the complexities of
the issues that accompany terrorism…specifically, not to duck things America has done
to feed the hatred that led to the attacks.”36 Collins explains that it would be so easy for a
character like Captain America to become completely irrelevant in a post 9/11 world.
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Mauricio Castro, a Ph.D. Candidate in American History at Purdue University, in his
paper examining DC and Marvel’s depictions of the attacks on September the Eleventh,
explains that Rieber and Cassaday’s Captain America is the “most earnest exploration of
the attacks of September 11th in a comic.”37 He explains that the comic book publishers
have little to gain by presenting a controversial viewpoint, but commends Marvel for
allowing this one to run.
Julian Darius, the founder and publisher of the Sequart Research and Literacy
Organization, provides a more nuanced examination of The New Deal. Darius claims that
the six comic run can be divided into two parts “the first 24 pages of the first issue—and
the rest.”38 Darius says that the first 24 pages are beautiful because they evoke amazingly
strong emotions about 9/11, but once the first 24 pages are over and Captain America
leaves ground zero he claims that “it all goes to hell”39 Darius explains that Captain
America should have parachuted into Afghanistan and help the U.S. war effort, but
instead he takes on a fictional terrorist in a fictional town in middle America called
Centerville. He compliments the artistic elements of the comic series repeatedly while
bashing the writing. Darius concludes that “The New Deal is a confused narrative”40 with
Ney Reiber placing too much blame on America “at times reaching conspiratorial levels”
while “never giving voice to those who would provide context to the particulars.”41 While
Collins and Castro both praise the complexity of The New Deal, Darius argues that “it is
exactly ‘the complexities’ that are missing”42 with much focus being placed on popular
discourse instead of the real issues. He admits that The New Deal was able to reflect the
American response in the confusing aftermath of 9/11, but for him it was not enough to
allow the comics to be considered a “maturely crafted comic.”43
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As the reactions above show, interested readers and critic frame Captain America
as a symbol meant to reflect and respond to contemporary political concerns. They also
reach reasoned, and at times conflicting, conclusions regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the storylines as written and visually depicted. What remains absent,
however, is an assessment of the narratives as rhetorical stories; that is, messages meant
to persuade readers. This lack helps to explain my research project and justify my
research question: does The New Deal, framed as a response to the events surrounding
September the Eleventh, form a rhetorically effective narrative? What is needed, then, is
a method suited to exploring that question.
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CHAPTER III: REVIEW OF METHOD
In 1984, Walter R. Fisher published “Narration as A Human Communication
Paradigm: The Case of Public Moral Argument” in Communication Monographs. In
1985, he published “The Narrative Paradigm an Elaboration” in Communication
Monographs. In 1987, Fisher published Human Communication as Narration: Toward a
Philosophy of Reason, Value, and Action. In 1989, he published “Clarifying the Narrative
Paradigm” in Communication Monographs as a response to criticism that his theory had
attracted. When taken together, these works introduce a paradigm shift for rhetorical
studies. Fisher argues for the expansion of rhetorical studies to include artifacts that do
not have “clearly identifiable modes of inference and/ or Implication.”1 The key area of
inquiry that Fisher proposes is the study of narratives, the stories told and maintained by a
culture. The narrative paradigm offers a system by which rhetorical evaluations can be
made about the views and values proposed within artifacts. Fisher accepts that humans
are reliant on logical structures. But he insists that values play a larger role than was
accounted for in previous methods.
To best understand how Fisher’s theory functions as a rhetorical method, this
section will develop in three parts. First, I will look at how the two components of
Fisher’s paradigm function as a method for rhetorical criticism. Second, I will examine
elaborations and clarifications that Fisher provided to his theory. Third, I will examine
the criticisms that the narrative paradigm faced and the responses they elicited. The result
should serve to justify Fisher’s model as a useful method for examining the rhetoric of
Captain America and The New Deal.
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The Narrative Paradigm as Method
The narrative paradigm is based on five presuppositions. The first and most
basic supposition is that humans are essentially story tellers. Fisher explains that narrative
as a form of rhetoric has always been in use. Narratives are effective forms of rhetoric
because they “enable us to understand actions of others ‘because we all live out narratives
in our lives and because we understand our own lives in terms of narratives.’”2 Second,
people make the decision on whether or not to accept a narrative based on good reasons
being presented within the narrative. These good reasons will “vary in form among
communication situations, genres, and media.”3 Third, the acceptance of the reasons
presented in a story is conditioned by the history and culture of the audience. Fourth,
audiences also evaluate narratives based on the coherence of the story and on how well
the story reflects their beliefs and understandings. Fifth, Fisher argues that these
narratives function as rhetorical choices that people make and use to shape the world
around them; “the world is a set of stories which must be chosen among to live the good
life in a process of continual recreation.”4 Stories that possess universal and lasting
appeal will demonstrate the ability to move beyond their initial audience while also
aiding in the creation of subsequent stories.
The methodological approach to Fisher’s paradigm is composed of two parts,
narrative probability and narrative fidelity. Both of these components are central to the
fourth supposition discussed above. Narrative probability is “the consistency of
characters and actions, the accommodation of auditors, and so on.”5 Narrative probability
is concerned with the internal consistency of the story. Stories that lack consistency and
include contradicting messages are self-defeating and can ultimately be considered bad
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stories. Narrative fidelity “is a matter of truth according to the doctrine of
correspondence.”6 Narrative fidelity is guided by the logic of good reasons which, as
Fisher notes, includes the logic of reasons within it. What this means is that traditional
understandings of logic still apply, but since stories are developed by and for humans it
must should be noted that values and emotions will also be presented, accepted, or
rejected based on audience predisposition. The rhetorical critic must therefore look not
only for arguments that are logically consistent, they must also ensure that the messages
presented are relevant, consistent, and promote higher values. If a narrative does not
promote a greater good or does not adhere to the reality of the world in which it was
written then the narrative may be considered a bad narrative unworthy of adherence even
though it has proven to be non contradictory.

Clarifications of the Narrative Paradigm
In 1985 Walter Fisher published “The Narrative Paradigm: an Elaboration” in
Communication Monographs. It provided an expanded explanation of how the narrative
paradigm helped to expand all of the already established theories involving narratives.
Fisher notes that previously established theories on narrative have emphasized a
structural understanding, focusing heavily on linguistic attributes. The narrative paradigm
is meant to move away from structural issues and instead look at the rhetorical aspects.
While many stories are interpreted as only entertainment, Fisher claims that the only way
to determine whether or not a story is a mask for ulterior motives is to test it against the
principals of narrative probability and fidelity. What this means in terms of narrative
analysis, is that a focus should be placed on stories that mystify and entertain as they
have likely been overlooked due to the shortcomings of other methods.
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In 1987 Walter Fisher published Human Communication as Narration: Toward
a Philosophy of Reason, Value, and Action. While the work served to explain the
paradigm, the most important expansions in terms of narrative analysis was made in
chapter five, “Assessing Narrative Fidelity: the Logic of Good Reasons”. Narrative
fidelity, which is a test based on audience reception, is heavily reliant on a clear
understanding of the logic of good reasons. To better explain what constitutes good
reasons, Fisher redefines the term, and provides an explanation of how the new
understanding alters existing frameworks.
Fisher first proposes “that good reasons be conceived as those elements that
provide warrants for accepting or adhering to the advice fostered by any form of
communication that can be considered rhetorical.”7 By warrant he is referring to “that
which authorizes sanctions or justifies belief, attitude, or action.”8 An action can often
have multiple justifications, Fisher explains, but not all of them are equal. “A person can
isolate and begin to weigh them, to compare and contrast them.”9 While the audience
might accept several small or trivial aspects of a narrative, a single large issue which
challenges previously established beliefs can make it so that the audience rejects the
entire narrative. Even with these clarifications, the narrative paradigm was not without
detractors.

Challenges and Responses to the Narrative Paradigm
Barbara Warnick challenges the applicability of the narrative paradigm proposed
by Fisher in her essay “The Narrative Paradigm: Another Story” (1987). Warnick
develops three main arguments as to why the narrative paradigm should be dismissed:
“(1) narrative probability, taken alone, is inadequate for the criticism of rhetorical
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discourse; (2) the locus for critical assessment in the logic of good reasons is unclear; and
(3) examples of the narrative paradigm at work in Fisher’s own criticism do not resolve
the ambiguities about how narrative rationality works.”10 While at first the criticisms
seem to be valid, in looking back at Fisher’s paradigm we can see that most of the issues
Warnick has with the paradigm are based on misuses rather than flaws in the initial
articulation.
In dealing with the first issue we can look at the structure of narrative rationality
itself. Warnick rightly recognizes narrative rationality as being composed of two main
parts, narrative probability and narrative fidelity. The problem, however, is that her
criticism of the method is then entirely focused on narrative probability alone. Warnick
claims that “Fisher has promised a criterion for choosing between competing
narratives”11 and she says that “taken alone, narrative probability does not enable us to
decide”12 between competing narratives. “This strategic move within the critique denies a
central feature of Fisher’s original construction of ‘The Narrative Paradigm.’”13 At the
point in which a narrative presents an internally consistent story it has only passed one of
Fisher’s methodological conditions. If a narrative passes the test of probability but then
“lacks fidelity to truths humanity shares,”14 it has failed as a narrative and is not worthy
of adherence. A story must be consistent internally and be consistent with the experiences
of the audience to fulfill the requirements of the narrative paradigm. “Some stories are
more truthful and humane than others”15 and these are the stories that will pass the two
pronged test. Warnick’s first criticism is unwarranted as she is misusing the paradigm
that Fisher has provided.
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Her second concern is that the researcher has too much opportunity to be
subjective in their assessment. Fisher solves this issue in the third chapter of the
aforementioned Human Communication as Narration. Any type of evaluation of values
requires analysis, and all analysis has some bias. It is because researchers possess a bias
that Fisher proposes multiple researchers should look at the same artifact. One
researcher’s analysis should in no way be considered a complete answer as to why a
narrative failed or succeeded. Multiple researchers should present possible explanations
and then others can decide which explanation is more likely.
The third problem that Warnick presents is related to the first. Warnick uses the
example of Mein Kampf to claim that Fisher’s narrative paradigm fails. The problem with
her analysis is that it only utilizes one component of narrative rationality. If you evaluate
Mein Kampf only from the perspective of its target audience than you are not fully testing
its fidelity. Narrative fidelity requires the truths presented to be lasting and universal.
Clearly as we can look at the world today, the “truths” Hitler presented in Mein Kampf
are neither. Fisher maintains that people tend to be attracted toward the truth; they will
not always be right in their initial evaluations. He fully admits that people are fallible in
their acceptance of narratives. But, over extended periods of time, it has been proven that
bad narratives fall out of circulation. We see that the narrative presented in Mein Kampf
fails the test of time and is now shared as a sort of learning tool rather than a story worthy
of acceptance and adherence.
Two years after Warnick’s critique, Fisher published “Clarifying the Narrative
Paradigm” in which he provided seven clarifying statements, three of which have a
substantial impact on how one is to examine a narrative. (1) Not every narrative should
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be viewed as rhetoric. “It is only when communication is considered seriously in regard
to its advice or fostering of belief, attitude, or action that the narrative paradigm becomes
relevant.”16 This viewpoint guards against the idea that with a narrative paradigm
everything can become rhetoric. Only narratives that are generated with the intent to alter
their audience should be examined. (2) The logic of good reasons does not reject
traditional arguments, but instead “combines tests of reasoning and tests of values.”17
Traditional logic structures still apply, making it so that the paradigm as well as logic
structures guard against the sanctioning of bad stories. (3) “The narrative paradigm does
not deny the power, ideology, distortion, or totalitarian forces are or can be significant
features of communicative practices”18 demonstrating that the Nazi party likely played a
larger role in Mein Kampf being accepted than the actual story being told. Power
structures can make it so that an audience is more likely to accept a narrative. Even with
these structures in place humans will still make decisions, although at times it may be
limited to “whose domination shall we submit to and live by?”19 The narrative paradigm
offers an evaluation method which can help understand if a narrative is only accepted
because of that power structure. The discussions surrounding Mein Kampf help
demonstrate how this suggestion can be made.
The narrative paradigm subsumes basic, logic driven analysis. It requires the
researcher to examine the values being presented and to explain why those values fit with
the values of the target audience. The narrative paradigm presents a shift in understanding
that allows the rhetorical scholar to examine documents that otherwise would remain
inaccessible to other methods. Having examined Fisher’s method we have established an
understanding of both narrative probability and narrative fidelity. We can now apply this
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method to John Ney Rieber and John Cassaday’s The New Deal to determine whether or
not it is a good story worthy of adherence.
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS
Rieber and Cassaday’s The New Deal uses the 9/11 attacks to bring Captain
America into the 21st Century. While the character has often adapted to suit the demands
of then-contemporary circumstances, the question remains: have the attempts to adapt
Captain America to the narrative demands of a post 9/11 audience been rhetorically
effective? To answer this question, I will apply Fisher’s narrative paradigm to The New
Deal. This narrative analysis will develop in three stages. The first stage will be an
examination of the narrative within The New Deal. In this section I will summarize each
of the six comics, demonstrating how the narrative develops—both textually and
graphically—from issue to issue. In the second stage I will rhetorically analyze the story
in terms of the narrative paradigm’s two criteria: probability and fidelity. This detailed
examination will demonstrate how well The New Deal manages to persuade its target
audience; that is to say, those who were readers of previous Captain America comics. In
the third stage I will provide conclusions based on the previous two sections. With the
process outlined, let us now turn our attention to the summary of the artifact, John Ney
Rieber and John Cassaday’s The New Deal.

The Narrative of The New Deal
In summarizing the narrative of a comic book it is important to look at both the
text and the artistic depiction which accompanies it. The examination of both the visual
and the written is important as the visual depiction is used to enhance the rhetorical text
being presented. Textual references are to be attributed to the writer, John Ney Rieber,
and visual depictions are to be attributed to the artist, John Cassaday. In examining The
New Deal, you can see how the visual depiction provided by Cassaday serves to frame
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and support the text provided by Rieber. With these clarifications made, let us now turn
our attention to narrative of The New Deal.
The first entry in the series, Enemy Chapter One: Dust, begins with a flashback
sequence onboard a passenger plane about to be taken over by a terrorist who is standing
in the aisle with a razor blade. The scene then shifts to a group of men in Middle Eastern
attire waiting around a radio to hear that the attack has been carried out. With the story
shifting to the present, a grey cloudy depiction of Ground Zero emerges over a series of
several panels. Steve Rogers is shown digging though the rubble with his thoughts
provided as text accompanying the images. “We’ve got to be strong –Stronger than we’ve
ever been. If we lose hope here—Bury our faith in this darkness—Then nothing else
matters. They’ve won.”1 Steve Rogers demonstrates regret for not being able to stop the
attack. He mentions that as he was running toward the building after the attack took place
he witnessed a couple that he had seen before, jump out of the upper stories of the
Towers. Rogers then asks another rescue worker if the news knows who’s responsible
yet. The dialogue that occurs is an important component to Roger’s character and will be
examined in the probability section. As Rogers continues to dig through the rubble his
internal dialogue is again displayed.
Rogers makes references to the attacks being the actions of butchers who hide
behind religion, worship and prayer. While Rogers is caught up in his thoughts, Colonel
Nick Fury walks up and orders him to report to Kandahar. Rogers enraged by the idea
that he should be anywhere else demands that Col. Fury “look around—They need me.
The ones who might have five minutes of breath or blood left before they die.”2 Rogers
tells Col. Fury that he can go and be a hero, but as for Rogers himself, he has work to do
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at Ground Zero. Rogers later begins walking home while recalling just how different the
street he was walking on looked just the day before. The panels showing the streets the
day before are the first full colored panels shown in the book, and as Rogers thoughts
shift back to the streets in front of him the panels return to grey.
While on his way home Rogers passed by a store called the Jordun Market, on the
same corner he passes a younger man of Middle Eastern appearance. As Rogers passed
the young man he mentions that it’s kind of late and that the young man probably
shouldn’t be out on his own. The young man replies by saying “I know what time it is.
And I know where I am. I live here. My name is Samir, not Osama. And my father was
born on this street--”3 Rogers keeps walking, but notices a group of men following
behind Samir. One of the men following pulls out a knife and lunges towards Samir
yelling that he is going to pay for killing his Jenny. The knife is shattered on Captain
America’s shield and as the panels show a zoomed out view, the man with the now
shattered knife is on his knees in front of Steve Rogers now changed into his Captain
America Uniform. Standing tall with a beam of light behind him4 Rogers says: “We’ve
got to be stronger than we’ve ever been. Or they’ve won. We can hunt them down. We
can scour every bloodstained trace of their terror from the Earth. We can turn every
stone they’ve ever touched to dust, and every blade of grass to ash. And it won’t matter.
We’ve got to be stronger than we’ve ever been—As a people. As a nation. We have to
be America. Or They’ve won.”5 Rogers continues to explain that what the attacker wants
is justice, but the act he was going to commit was not going to bring justice and that he
needs to save his anger for the enemy. As Rogers continues home his thoughts shift to
what America is going to look like in the future. Rogers proclaims that America is going
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to make it through this because Americans are “United by a power that no enemy of
freedom could begin to understand. We share—We are—the American Dream.”6
The story moves forward seven months later to Easter Sunday in the small,
middle American town of Centerville. A boy coming out of his family’s store notices a
plane dropping mines attached to parachutes. Inside the store the father hears an
explosion and comes running outside calling his son’s name. As he runs outside of the
panel another explosion takes place. Col. Fury and Captain America are then shown in a
helicopter heading towards the town. Col. Fury gives Captain America a casualty
awareness tracking (CAT) tag, so that they know if he dies and if the U.S. then has to
send in Delta Force. Col. Fury explains that if Delta has to go in then they know that
there will be some casualties. It is at this point that Col. Fury identifies the terrorist as AlTariq. As Col. Fury says that Al-Tariq is a monster, Captain America drops the CAT tag
and jumps out of the helicopter proclaiming that he is a monster too. As Rogers hits the
ground his thoughts about strategy are displayed. He knows that his enemy is a strategist
as he has already made Rogers break several “tenets of classic warfare”7 before he had
even seen the battlefield.
As Rogers enters the town he is surrounded by burning buildings and half
exploded cluster mines. As he looks on, Rogers realizes that he is now engaged in a war.
“But it’s never the wars that bleed burn and die. It’s the people.”8 Noticing that he
doesn’t see any bodies or blood, he starts running to the center of town. While running
towards a cross in the sky on the last panel, his thoughts are again displayed. “Today—it
matters that you’re here. It’s going to make a difference. Today—there’s hope. You’re
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not too late.”9 The last panel shows Captain America running into the inferno of a town
that once was Centerville.
The second entry in the series, Enemy Chapter Two: One Nation, starts at 8:00
a.m. outside of Centerville. A woman is shown getting ready for work. As she is attacked
by a masked man, Captain America’s thoughts on terrorism are displayed. “Sleep. While
you can. The paper’s lying on the front porch. Lying to you about Terror. Terror’s not a
four-dollar knife. Or an envelope of powdered death. It’s the Hate. The blind hate.
Burning in a stranger’s eyes.”10 The next panel moves ahead in the timeline to 10:45 a.m.
and depicts Col. Fury and Captain America in the helicopter. Col. Fury explains that half
of the town of Centerville has been taken hostage while the other half are likely hiding
out in their basements. The time then shifts backwards to 9:01 a.m. at Centerville church.
While the preacher begins the first prayer an explosion takes place behind him as several
shadowed figures begin tossing mines with tripwires down the aisle.
Back onboard the helicopter Captain America and Col. Fury review camera
footage of the inside of the church that the terrorist allowed to be displayed. The mines
deployed will go off if anyone touches a wire. Four hours have passed, giving Captain
America just two hours to resolve the situation. When Captain America asks Col. Fury
what the terrorist wants, Col Fury turns to him and explains that he wants Captain
America.
The woman attacked in the beginning is now shown to be Jessica Seldon, a news
reporter. Mrs. Seldon is being forced by the terrorist to read his prepared statement.
“Good morning this is Jessica Seldon—broadcasting live from a place that could be
anywhere…We’re here waiting for Captain America—The man known throughout the
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world as the Defender of the American dream.”11 As Mrs. Seldon proves unwilling to
finish the statement, the terrorist continues “To Die. To pay with his blood for the crimes
of a Nation of Blood.”12
The story then goes back to Captain America running through the town while
avoiding tripwires. Captain America notices that the mines have deceleration parachutes
attached to them. This indicates that the mines were deployed from a jet powered aircraft.
Someone now has to explain to Captain America just how a jet aircraft got three hundred
miles into American airspace. To avoid the mines and to take out sniper units Captain
America makes his way onto the roof of a building, smashing and kicking his enemies
while blocking and dodging their gunfire. One of the gunmen starts to fall off the roof
and Captain America grabs a piece of cloth on his hand to stop him from going over the
edge. While being pulled back to a stable footing the gunman reaches for a pistol
proclaiming that “Death is peace for me. Hell for you.”13 Captain America takes control
of the pistol and knocks the man out. While looking over the burning town Captain
America’s thoughts again are displayed. “Rain’s not enough. The sky should be burning.
Or bleeding—If God’s watching this.”14
As Captain America continues to makes his way to the church, Mrs. Seldon
continues to broadcast and reports that she plans on living through this ordeal as she can
hear the bullets in the distance and knows that Captain America is there. Captain America
continues on his way, encountering several groups of gunmen. His thoughts shift the type
of work he is doing. His exact thoughts will be discussed more thoroughly in the
examination of narrative probability. Captain America mentioned that he remembered
that he was just nineteen when he first felt the disbelief and anger of war. He remembered
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that he wasn’t a soldier until that day. As Captain America jumps over the graveyards
fence he is followed by four young men in Middle Eastern robes. Over the radio that each
of them has on their chest the following message is sent. “I am al-Tariq. I am hate. These
are my Shepherds. My children, American—and yours.”15 Cassaday’s last panel of this
comic shows Captain America surrounded by four children wielding axes.
Enemy Chapter Three: Soft Targets, starts at 8:00 a.m. as al-Tariq enters the
church. Al-Tariq reveals that the town of Centerville was chosen as the target of his
attack because of the bomb manufacturing facility on the town’s edge. The next page
returns back to Captain America surrounded by four children armed with battle axes and
knives. As the children attack, Captain America dodges their attacks and pleads for alTariq to “Call them off. This is America—We don’t make war—on Children.”16 AlTariq refuses to call them off and instead tells Captain America to “Tell our children…
who sowed death in their fields—and left it for the innocent to harvest?”17 Captain
America realizes that each of the children have artificial limbs replacing the ones they
lost due to land mines. While dodging the children’s attacks, Captain America pleads
with them to stop as he does not want to hit them. Then one of the children pulls the pin
on a grenade cluster strapped to his chest; Captain America leaps backward shielding one
of the other children from the blast. The child saved realizes that Captain America is not
the enemy and that al-Tariq had lied to him. As Captain America pushes himself back on
his feet he notices a CAT tag on one of the children. He then continues on toward the
church.
Back inside the church a wife confronts her husband about his job, making the
argument that making bombs is no way to feed one’s family. The husband replies that he
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only makes components, not bombs. As Captain America continues to run toward the
church he realizes that there is no time for him to check on people buried under rubble.
He has not time to make any other choice than the one he has committed to. Mrs. Seldon
continues to report inside the church providing the full name of the terrorist leader.
Faysal al-Tariq. After making this statement al-Tariq puts a gun to her head and tells her
that he is not a terrorist but instead Americans are the terrorists. “When innocent
Americans die – it’s an atrocity. But when we die – We are ‘Collateral Damage.’”18
Al-Tariq’s statement makes Captain America question the cause behind the events
he was now facing. “Are we only hated because we are free—Free and prosperous and
good? Or does the light we see cast shadows that we don’t.”19 After a struggle and a
solid punch al-Tariq is knocked out on the floor. He, too, has a CAT tag and it turns from
green to red. Captain America tells the hostages to leave and approaches the camera to
make a statement that will be further discussed in the probability section.
The fourth entry in the series, Warlords Part One, begins underground in Virginia
on the fourth of July. A group of men are watching an extended version of what Captain
America said to the American people after killing al-Tariq. Captain America says “My
name is Steve Rogers. I’m a citizen of the United States of America. But I’m not
America. My country’s not to blame for what I’ve done today. I killed Faysal al-Tariq.
The responsibility -- -- the failure is mine.”20 A man identified as Secretary Dahi stops
the tape and says that Captain America has now compromised his usefulness to the
United States. Col. Fury assures Secretary Dahi that Captain America will always be
there when his nation needs him. Alarms start going off in the meeting room and Col.
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Fury is informed that Captain America is on his way in after deciding that waiting outside
was not an option.
Captain America wants answers as to why the men he fought in Centerville had
the same CAT tags that Col. Fury had tried to have him wear. Secretary Dahi, upset that
Captain America was able to push his way into the meeting that he was not cleared for,
informs Captain America that any information regarding the CAT tags is privileged
information and that Col. Fury could not provide any answers. Secretary Dahi then tells
Captain America that his presence is a violation of national security, to which Captain
America replies, so is an aircraft three hundred miles inside American airspace. After
Captain America leaves, Secretary Dahi tells Col. Fury that he has the ability to make the
Colonel’s life hell. Secretary Dahi then tells Col. Fury to “make the call.”21 What call
Col. Fury was supposed to make is not revealed.
As Captain America approaches the gate outside the base a Lieutenant salutes
him. Captain America salutes back and informs the Lieutenant that he is not an officer.
The lieutenant replies “I know who you are, Sir. We all know.”22 Captain America gets
on his motorcycle and begins to read his next set of orders. He is being sent to a place
that he had hoped he would never have to return; he is being sent to Dresden. While
driving away a young girl notices Captain America and points him out to her brother as
that super hero from T.V. The brother replies that “He took his mask off… He’s not a
super hero—Dad says just a hero. Like, people could do a lot of stuff he does if they”23
The father then joins in and says “if they cared as much. And tried as hard.”24 Captain
America continued to drive across the dam thinking about how normal his life could have
been. Suddenly an explosion takes place throwing Captain America off his bike. Soldiers
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moved in from both sides of the dam and Captain America leaped off the side reaching
out for an American flag, telling himself to believe because if he doesn’t, who will?
While dangling by the flag another explosion strikes dropping Captain America and the
flag into the water below.
The narrative continues with the fifth part of the series, Warlords Part Two:
Above the Law. The comic begins with a scene depicting the crowd’s reaction to Captain
America getting blown into the water. Several of the onlookers call the police to come to
the aid of Captain America. The attackers begin to make their way down the cliff edge
while searching for Captain America’s body. One of the attackers says that once they
have found him they will “return to Alamut with his head and his shield.”25 Captain
America emerges from the water and begins taking out the attacking soldiers. One of the
attackers begins firing randomly until his magazine is empty, hitting only his own men.
As Captain America stands over the last man he accuses the man of being a butcher. The
man tells Captain America that they are assassins who cannot die. He claims that the
attacking soldiers have freedom from death while showing Captain America his CAT tag.
The light on the CAT tag changed from green to red and the soldier slumped over dead.
As the panel moves further back all of the attackers CAT tags are glowing red.
Col. Fury lands in a helicopter behind Captain America. As he approaches,
Captain America begins asking him what the CAT tags are capable of. Col. Fury is only
willing to tell him that they are a piece of technology that America’s enemies have,
making them a piece of technology that America must have. Captain America notices that
Col. Fury has a tag around his neck and tells him that he needs to get his priorities right
while he is on his way Dresden.
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Changed back into normal clothes, Rogers is on a commercial flight seated next to
a woman whose grandfather was punched in the jaw by Rogers in World War II. The
woman recognizes Rogers and asks if he is willing to play a game of chess. While
playing the game the woman asks Rogers what he thinks of the war on terror. She
explains that the war is “so confusing to the rest of us—Your allies that you ignore. It
changes every day who you’re fighting. Where you’re fighting—what the great evil is
that America must destroy today.”26 She then says that she doesn’t think that Rogers
knows why they are fighting or what he believes in. Rogers replies by saying that he
believes “that on September the Eleventh, 2001 – A psychopath murdered almost three
thousand defenseless human beings in an attempt to trigger World War III.”27 He
continues to explain that in World War I ninety percent of the casualties were soldiers but
in World War two half of the casualties, half of sixty one million were civilians and that
he doesn’t want to see World War III. Rogers ends the chess game and lands in Dresden.
As Rogers enters the city of Dresden he explains that he didn’t understand what
America had done there until after September Eleventh, “before then—you would have
said we were doing what we had to do—To defeat Hitler and the Nazis. Crush the Axis.
End their evil. But now—What do you see? February the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
1945. These people weren’t soldiers. But they died.”28 Rogers realizes that the civilians in
Dresden felt the same fear and pain that the people in the Twin Towers felt, that the fire
department went through the same struggle of saving anyone they could only to realize
that there was no one left to save. While walking through a security checkpoint Rogers
realizes that no one is at the security post just before an explosion takes place.
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At the beginning of the final installment in the series, Warlords Part Three,
Rogers is shown scrambling through debris as the building collapses around him. Buried
beneath the rubble, Rogers changes into his Captain America uniform knowing that the
killer will be waiting for him to emerge. As Rogers moves to a location that he can see to
the surface the killer drops a grenade down the same hole. Captain America emerges
from the hole and the killer expresses that he was impressed that Captain America
emerged without even a scratch. He then tells Captain America that he should know who
he is. “I’m death. The answer to all of your questions.”29 Captain America notices a
large tag around the killer’s neck and lunges towards him tearing away the killer’s belt
full of weapons. The killer doesn’t move but instead just looks at Captain America asking
him if he was expecting a monster. The killer then begins to attack while he explains that
he has plans to lead Captain America to several other locations like the Congo,
Guatemala, and the Kurdish highlands. Captain America delivers several powerful blows
and then holds the killer off the ground while the Polizei move in around the two
fighting. Captain America thought that the Polizei were going to be taking the killer into
custody, but instead they strike Captain America in the back of the head knocking him to
the ground.
The killer tells his men to move back and leave after ten minutes with or without
him. The killer then explains that the tag around his neck has the ability to make it so that
he does not die while the other tags do not have that ability. He also explains that since
the United States was in such a rush to get their hands on new war technology they are
issuing it without knowing its true capabilities. Once every soldier has a CAT tag all he
will have to do is flip a switch and kill the entire United States Army. The killer then
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offers to surrender to Captain America if he can tell him where he is from. He provides
several details about his parent’s death which had American involvement but because
America has been involved in so many wars and provided so many weapons to different
groups Captain America was unable to figure out where exactly the killer was from.
Captain America explains that Americans didn’t know about their government’s
underhanded deals, but now they do, and they have learned from their mistakes.
While continuing to fight Captain America begins challenging the killer’s
methods, explaining how he must be blinded by his own hate and pain. He tells the killer
that if he truly believed in his cause then he would not commit the acts that he has
because he is only spreading the pain and hate that he has experienced to new
generations. Captain America delivers a debilitating blow and the killer drops to the
ground. Captain America’s thoughts are again displayed. “They’ll always be with us. The
Genghis Khans, The Caligulas. The Hitlers. The monsters. With their blood hunger
and their murderous toys… and their lies. But we can stem the tied of blood. Defy the
Shadow. Defend the dream. We, the people—We all have the freedom and the power
to fight—For peace.”30 The last panel of the six comic run shows Captain America
carrying the killer out of the burning rubble saving both of their lives.
While the summary provided is rather detailed, it is warranted given the type of
analysis that is going to follow. For a proper narrative analysis to take place it is
important to understand the context of the elements which become the area of focus.
With context now well established let us turn our attention to the analysis of Rieber and
Cassaday’s The New Deal.
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Analysis of The New Deal Narrative
Fisher’s method requires one to test the narrative in terms of probability and
fidelity. I will first analyze the artifact in terms of probability, looking at structural
components of the narrative. Second I will examine the artifact in terms of fidelity. While
examining the narrative’s fidelity, I will analyze the primary audience’s reaction to the
comics. This examination will allow me draw important conclusions as to whether or not
the post 9/11 comics have been rhetorically effective.
The first step in conducting a narrative analysis is testing the narrative’s
probability. Narrative probability is concerned with the regularity of the narrative; the
focus is on “the consistency of characters and actions, the accommodation of auditors,
and so on.”31 I will examine the probability of The New Deal in terms of three
components: structural probability, material probability, and characterological
probability. Structural probability will examine how well the narrative elements connect
to each other. Material probability will examine how well the narrative being told in one
issue compares to the next issue. Characterological probability will examine the
consistency of the characters throughout the entire narrative. Let us now turn our
attention to the structural probability of The New Deal.
In examining the structure of the story being told Fisher explains that one should
look specifically for structural elements that can distract the reader or impact the
believability of the story. Given that comic books are a medium in which action is
depicted visually, it is important for us to look at how the visual elements add or detract
from the rhetoric. One of the first elements that presents itself in The New Deal is the
separation of thoughts and speech. The thoughts of Steve Rogers appear in squares inside
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the panel, or as plain text below panels. The only violation of this separation comes
toward the end of the collection as Captain America’s final attacker describes what had
happened to his parents. The attacker’s descriptions appear in squares but the text
provided is placed in quotation marks indicating that those statements are spoken outloud. The separation of Steve Roger’s thoughts and statements demonstrates the conflict
that he is experiencing in his own mind.
An example of such a conflict is evident in the pages of Enemy Chapter One:
Dust. At the beginning of the chapter, Roger’s is depicted digging through the rubble at
Ground Zero. While digging, Rogers has a conversation with another rescue worker
about the attackers. Rogers asks the other worker “Do they know, Yet?”32 to which the
worker responds “Oh, they Know – but they’re still calling him a suspect. They Say
there’s no evidence, yet. They Say they want to be sure.” Rogers responds by saying
“We have to be sure. This is war.” Vocally, Rogers admits that they do not know for sure
who is responsible for the attacks, and that the acts carried out are an act of war. Rogers
admitting that there is uncertainty about who is responsible for the attacks conflicts with
his thoughts displayed on the two pages that follow. “Is this the face of your Great Satan?
Is this your offering to your God? Your worship? Your prayer? Butchers—Tell the
children this is a holy war. But we’ve seen what stands behind you. Heard them
screaming open. The gates of hell.”33 The thoughts of Rogers demonstrates that he has
already assigned blame, and passed judgment. Clearly he is not just making remarks
about those who carried out the attacks onboard the planes; instead, he is placing blame
on a group that is still alive and likely planned the attacks. This visual separation of
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Roger’s thoughts from his actions reinforces the written separation that adds complexity
to the character.
The second structural issues presented are the flashback sequences. The
characters experiencing the flashbacks are utilizing the visual depiction of their memories
to further reinforce the statement that they are making. The flashbacks appear to lack
continuity in that Roger’s first flashback appears in color and his other flashbacks appear
in a yellowed black and white. If the flashback sequences were pulled out of the comic
and put next to each other then an issue in continuity would be seen between the first
flashback and the rest. However, within the comic this discontinuity makes sense as the
flashbacks are in contrast with the panels around them. The flashback in color takes place
while Rogers is still at Ground Zero. All of the panels at that location appear in black and
grey as the dust cloud is still blocking the sun from making to the ground. The flashback
represents the brighter day that is now gone, and is the first set of full color panels in the
comic. As Rogers walks away from Ground Zero more color begins to appear until
finally he reaches a point in which the sun is able to break through and in full color,
Captain America is shown in his uniform with American flags waving behind him.
Since the panels for the rest of the story offer a full range of colors, a transition to
a yellowed black and white makes more sense in creating contrast. The flashback
sequences are further identifiable due to the variation in Captain America’s shield and
uniform. The flashback to World War II helps reinforce the thoughts Captain America is
having about acts of war. “Blood on your hands they say. As though it stops there. At
your wrists. Like a glove. As though you could do—This. And there could be any part of
you that wasn’t stained and dripping.”34 The flashback sequence combined with this
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statement demonstrates how the devastation of war has finally come to America. The
contrast of WWII on foreign soil, resembling the destruction caused by terrorists on
American soil, demonstrates that America is, for the first time, experiencing a type of
destruction that in the past, has only been the cause of. While flashbacks can create a
fracture in a story, they are often used to highlight an important issue or demonstrate a
returning issue. The flashbacks used in this story are used to both show how different
things are in one set of panels and how similar they are in later panels.
Captain America’s final attacker also has his own set of flashbacks during the last
fight scene. In keeping with the idea of contrast we can see that the flashback sequences
are shown in cool colors with a blue tint while the panels around them are dominated by
warm colors filled with the red and yellow of the burning building. It is in these flashback
sequences that the attacker’s descriptions appear in the square boxes previously
mentioned. The attacker tells Captain America “Guerrillas gunned my father down while
he was at work in the fields—‘With American bullets. American weapons’”35 And then
asks “Where am I from?” He then says “My mother didn’t know that our nation was in
the throes of an undeclared civil war between your allies and the allies of evil—‘When
she ran to find her husband. ‘My mother was interrogated and shot. Our home was
burned.’ ‘That fire gave me my face. But fire didn’t make me a monster.’ You know
your history Captain America. Tell your monster where he’s from.”36 The panels, like
the descriptions which they accompany, have detail, but nothing that makes their location
or timeframe standout from other stories or depictions like them. The visual element of
the flashback helps reinforce the point that the attacker was making. America has assisted
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with or committed acts which have caused innocent people to suffer in so many other
nations that a single story’s origin can’t be identified.
Overall, the structural components demonstrate consistency in terms of methods
used for emphasis, and in terms of the methods matching the tone of the narrative. The
structural elements enhance the narrative and do not detract from the believability of the
story. With structural probability examined, let us now turn our attention to material
probability keeping in mind material probability is focused on continuity of facts from
one comic to the other.
In examining material probability, one of the first issues that arise is one
involving the titles of the comics. The first three comics feature a title and sub-title
toward the beginning of each story; Enemy Chapter One: Dust, Enemy Chapter Two:
One Nation, and Enemy Chapter Three: Soft Targets. The second set of three lack
continuity in title presentation and subtitle designations. The fourth and sixth comics lack
a title as well as a subtitle. The fifth comic features the title Warlords Part 2: Above the
Law on a page that only appears in the original printing of the comic and not in the
collection. The fact that the comic is part two would indicate that the other two comics
should also have the same main title and their own subtitles. Online sources all refer to
these comics as the Warlord set, but lacking a continuous title line demonstrates a
discontinuity in the story telling by Rieber. Fisher states that material probability deals
with issues relating to the presentation of facts. The fifth comic is known to have a title as
it was given one in the original printing, but in the collection lacks a title all together. It
should be noted that the only way to discover this discontinuity is by going away from
the collection The New Deal and looking at the original printings. In looking just at the
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collection The New Deal it appears as though the first three comics have titles and
subtitles and the last three have no specific designations. While discontinuity of titles is
an issue it does not distract one too much from the story being told.
The second issue that arises is discontinuity as it relates to the overall timeline. In
Enemy Chapter Two: One Nation the terrorists don’t attack the church in Centerville until
9:01 a.m. At 8:00 a.m. it is shown that one of the terrorists is kidnapping the reporter
Jessica Seldon from her home. This chronology conflicts with the events being told in
Enemy Chapter Three: Soft Targets, in which it is shown that the terrorist group enters
the Centerville church at 8:00 a.m.37 The conflicting timeline is the only issue in terms of
continuity of events. The events themselves match up between comics, while one comic
might provide a bit more dialogue that was lost due to a cutaway in the previous comic,
the topic or emotion being portrayed is consistent. One will likely not notice this
inconsistency on a first time read through; nevertheless, it is an issue as it contradicts
previously established facts. As Fisher notes, the ability to establish and remain
consistency with proposed facts is important for any story to be believable.
The material probability of The New Deal encounters problems due to the two
clear issues presented. While both issues do require more scrutiny than the average reader
will approach the text with, if one does approach the text with the intent to discover flaws
they will find them, with the second flaw being significantly more damaging than the
first. According to Fisher, a lack of continuity with previously established facts can
impact a reader’s ability to believe the story being told. If titles had been established, and
then only one of them gets removed, it’s likely that the audience is going to focus on why
this was done. If an audience member notices an issue with the timeline than reason for
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doubt of the rest of the timeline is introduced. While the two issues addressed above
don’t likely impact every reader, it’s important to note that if the narrative is evaluated on
its ability to produce and maintain facts, than this narrative has elements that fail.
The final component to be examined as a part of probability is that of
characterological probability, or how well the characters maintain continuity within the
story. Fisher states that if a character is not believable and consistent than a reader is left
with little reason to believe the story or accept the characters perspective. The first
characters worthy of examination are one and the same: Steve Rogers and his alter-ego
Captain America. At the beginning of the story Steve Rogers is shown digging through
the rubble blaming himself for not being able to stop the attacks on 9/11. While he shows
regret for his own lack of action, he does not commit acts out of anger against any
specific group. He is rather balanced in attitude and demeanor to the extent that he even
stops someone from wrongfully attacking a person of Middle Eastern appearance.
Rogers repeatedly demonstrates that he wants to be sure of a situation before
taking action based on what he knows or doesn’t know about the situation. This
hesitation is best demonstrated by Captain America’s fight with the children. At the and
of Enemy Chapter Two: One Nation and the beginning of Enemy Chapter Three: Soft
Targets, Captain America faces a group of children in Middle Eastern apparel who AlTariq claims are the children of Captain America and himself. Captain America, unsure
as to why the children are attacking him, and knowing that “We don’t make war on
children,”38 hesitates to engage the children in an offensive manner, and instead only
defends himself. Captain America’s hesitation gives him enough time to realize that the
children all have some replacement limbs. Upon this discovery, Captain America begins
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thinking about “Cluster bomblets [that] fall without detonating but explode at a touch.
Any touch.”39 Realizing that he can’t do anything about those bombs at the moment,
Captain America refocuses on the fight with the children. As one child pulls the pin on a
cluster of grenades strapped to his chest, Captain America jumps backward protecting
one of the other children who was attacking him with a knife. While getting up the child
realizes that he has been lied to and that Captain America is not the enemy. Captain
America’s skepticism and desire for truth is a consistent character feature, and throughout
this story serves as motivation for the character’s actions.
Rieber does not make skepticism or the desire for truth a universal positive, but
instead demonstrates that they carry with them undesirable side effects. The interaction
Captain America has with Secretary Dahi shows how these characteristics don’t fit well
with governmental structures. Captain America breaks into a private meeting in which
Col. Fury and Secretary Dahi are talking about Captain America’s current usefulness.
Captain America approaches Col. Fury showing him that the CAT tags are being worn by
America’s enemies. He places the tag Al-Tariq was wearing on the table and then tells
Fury the he wants to “know where it came from.” Secretary Dahi answers “that’s
privileged information A matter of national security. Which Colonel Fury is not at
liberty to discuss with you – Mister Rogers.”40 Captain America responds by telling the
Secretary that he is “here to protect the people and the dream—not [his] secrets.”41 This
statement demonstrates that Captain America as a character is interested in the truth and
is skeptical of any person, even his own government, proving that his character traits are
consistent within this narrative.
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The second most noticeable consistent characteristic is Captain America’s desire
for blame to be placed appropriately. This desire is demonstrated by his thoughts,
conversations, and actions. This characteristic is best demonstrated by his actions after he
thought he killed al-Tariq. Captain America looks into a camera and tells the world
“Where I stand—I don’t see war. I see hate. I see men and women and children dying—
because hate is blind. Blind enough to hold a nation accountable for the actions of a
man. I can’t be part of that. After what I’ve seen today. America didn’t kill Faysal AlTariq. I did”42 In removing his mask and telling the world that he is responsible, Captain
America as a character is showing that he holds himself to the same level of
responsibility for his own actions as he holds his enemies for theirs. The second
characteristic is consistent with the first characteristic discussed and demonstrates that as
a character, Captain America is very well thought out for this six comic run.
The only other character central to the promotion of the narrative is Col. Nick
Fury. Col. Fury from beginning to end demonstrates a character more than willing to
operate on limited information. Col. Fury pushes Rogers to make decisions on limited
information and is constantly being pushed back. While it is assumed that Col. Fury has
more information available to him than Rogers does, Col. Fury not realizing that the CAT
tags could be used to kill soldiers, demonstrates that he operates on less information than
Rogers is willing to. When questioned as to why he didn’t know everything about the
CAT tags, Col. Fury responds “I know enough. They’re an edge that our enemies have,
damn it—if we don’t have them too.”43 Col. Fury himself wears one of the tags around
his neck, proving later in the story to be a very risky choice as America’s enemy could
have killed him with it at any point. Col. Fury seems to fill the role of a devoted soldier
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unwilling to challenge orders. While this is a very different character than Captain
America, both are consistent in their portrayals. None of the other characters appear
enough to present issues with continuity, however it should be noted that the brevity of
their stay is matched by the consistency of their depiction.
With a thorough examination of narrative probability presented, let us now turn
our attention to an examination of The New Deal in terms of narrative fidelity. Narrative
fidelity “is a matter of truth according to the doctrine of correspondence” 44; put more
basically, this means that the audience or reader is expected to compare the story being
presented to the reality in which they live. In this case, the experience which the audience
is likely to utilize is the experience they have with Captain America. To examine the
narrative in terms of fidelity we will look at specific reactions from the audience who
read the comics when first released in 2002. This group of readers is comprised mainly of
those who have a history of reading Captain America Comics. When first released,
Marvel did not have expectations for large market appeal for The New Deal. In other
words, while it is likely that some readers happened upon the comics, the comics were
not written, designed or promoted for the new audience that came across them by chance.
The audience who first read The New Deal comics in 2002 had mixed opinions of
Rieber and Cassaday’s decision to begin the story at Ground Zero. Several reviewers
were impressed with Rieber and Cassaday’s decision to start their narrative at Ground
Zero. Julian Darius praises Rieber and Cassaday’s depiction of Rogers digging through
the rubble by saying that he is “unable to read, or to see these images without gasping
anew.”45 Another reviewer explains that Steve Rogers uttering “I wasn’t here”46 echoes
“the helplessness we all felt.”47 For some the utilization of the attacks helped in creating a
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strong connection to the character, while for others the utilization of real world events
served more as a distraction.
Several readers mention that the use of current events, like the terrorist attacks,
are not compatible with a character like Captain America. The real world components
introduced cannot be sustained as real world terrorists are often times faceless and kill
themselves in the process of carrying out their attacks. One reviewer notes that the use of
the attacks hurts the story as “it pretty much shatters suspension of disbelief.”48 The
reviewer continues to note that in the comic book world, an event on the scale of the 9/11
attacks really would not make that big of a splash. The reviewer argues that Supervillains target entire populations and seek to commit mass genocides; in contrast,
terrorists don’t reach that level of an impact with localized bombings and attacks.
Another reviewer notes that Rieber and Cassaday’s use of current events causes an “air of
self-importance”49 that makes the story drag a bit more than the reader would have liked.
The second event that elicited mixed reactions from the audience was Roger’s
refusal to report to Kandahar. In Enemy Chapter One: Dust, Rogers is approached by
Col. Fury and told that he has to report to Kandahar. Rogers becomes furious, slams Col.
Fury into a wall and says “you go be a hero Fury. I’ve got Work to do.”50 Roger’s refusal
to go to Kandahar is a clear statement against him becoming involved in the American
War on Terror, as Kandahar is a known staging location for American soldiers. Roger’s
refusal to act as just another soldier again elicits response from both sides. Julian Darius
explains that Roger’s jump to anger shows that he is just as traumatized by the attacks as
the rest of the nation.51 This type of depiction allows for Rogers to be shown as a person
rather than just a red, white and blue suit. For some, these actions humanize Captain
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America so that he can be viewed as a more relatable character; in terms of fidelity, it’s
important to note that a good portion of the readership feel as though those same actions
strip Rogers of the power he has as Captain America. While no narrative is likely going
to have one hundred percent of its readers responding positively, the fact that the positive
reactions and negative reactions are about equal in number point toward issues with
fidelity in these areas, as clearly audience expectations were not being met.
In Enemy Chapter One: Dust, Captain America saves the life of a young Middle
Eastern man on the streets of New York. The young man was going to be attacked by
another New Yorker who lost his daughter in the attacks but Captain America places his
shield in the path of the attacker’s knife. While standing over the attacker, Captain
America explains that it is more important now than any time ever before that America
and its citizens follow the ideals of the nation. While standing over the man, Captain
America does not explain what the ideals are. It’s generally decided by the reviewers, that
the rest of the six comics are used to express what these ideals are. While some view the
ideals presented as strongly to the right side of the political spectrum, just as many
complain about the ideals presented being extremely left in the political spectrum. There
are some reviewers who view the idealistic exploration as just that, an exploration not
leaning too far to one side or another; but, for the most part, people found something that
ruined the story for them. Wayne Chandler points out that this book serves as an example
of why it is hard to stay politically relevant “because *everybody* seems to have decided
that they’re going to be offended by it.”52 First we can look towards specific issues as to
why The New Deal has been called leftist and then we can look at specific examples as to
why it has been called rightist.
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One of the main reasons presented as to why some readers view the comic as
being leftist is that Captain America at no point argues directly with the viewpoints of the
terrorists. Vernon Mayo states that the story is one sided “in how it says America is at
fault for so much.”53 Another reviewer notes that “No one in these comics ever offers a
word of rebuttal to the stream of leftwing clichés. Al-Tariq tells Cap: ‘I am not a terrorist.
I am a messenger – here to show you the truth of war. YOU ARE THE TERRORIST!’”54
The reviewer continues to explain that the old Captain America “would have uttered a
witty reply, and then kicked his rear.”55 Many of the readers decide to make a comparison
of older version of Captain America to the current. This demonstrates that the comic has
not only failed to meet their expectations as Fisher requires, but it demonstrates that The
New Deal possibly presents a political perspective that diverges entirely from previous
narratives.
Some reviewers mention that Captain America was a character who empowered
and uplifted his audience during World War II; in contrast, in The New Deal he is
pushing so much guilt onto America that it’s nearly impossible for anyone to have
feelings of empowerment or pride following the attacks. Captain America takes on a lot
of blame throughout the narrative; a great illustration of this is the fight scene with the
children. Captain America seems unwilling to question the terrorist’s accusations that
America is responsible for the loss of the children’s limbs. Where they bombs of ours?
There is no way for Captain America to know, but he seems perfectly fine jumping to the
conclusion that the bombs were American. This guilt is further pushed as two pages later
a wife challenges her husband’s work. “This is how you feed our baby? With bombs?
You make bombs?”56 This dialogue seems to argue that anyone who comes in contact
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with weapons is also responsible for what is done with those weapons. Tim Sipes points
toward Captain America’s apologetic tone after killing Al-Tariq as a demonstration of
Captain America taking on a larger amount of guilt then necessary. “The man was about
to detonate a series of bombs that would kill everyone in town”57 so why would Captain
America need to apologize for stopping this madman? “The writer has turned Cap into a
guilt-ridden [character].”58
Another example that demonstrates this point is the conversation about the War
on Terror in Warlords Part Two: Above the Law. A German woman explains how
America’s allies are unable to understand why America ignores them. While Captain
America is willing to justify his actions of targeting the evil doers, he does not defend the
War on Terror itself. This separation of Captain America’s actions from America’s
actions continues in the explanation of Dresden. In explaining the bombing of Dresden he
claims that “history repeats itself. Like a machine gun. A madman lights the spark—and
the people pay the price.”59 Who the madman responsible for Dresden is unclear,
however it would be assumed that it would be the President of the United States who
authorized the bombing run. No matter who the blame would be shifted to, it is clear that
Captain America himself is not taking responsibility for the bombing while condemning
the action, again demonstrating the separation of Captain America from America.
As stated earlier, The New Deal was labeled as being right wing by about just as
many people who were calling it left wing. Those who view the story line as being right
leaning, point toward the presence of Bush policies throughout the story. One reviewer
notes that “this book truly and sincerely insulted [his] intelligence. It preaches to you and
shills for Bush Administration policies”60 While that reviewer does not point toward a
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specific issue, other reviewers do. Sipes points toward the conversation of the plane in
Warlords Part Two: Above the Law as being a slanted comparison that fails to present the
facts.61 Others explain that Captain America is not just speaking for himself, but is
instead defending the American decision to carry out the War on Terror as a way of
preventing World War III. The idea that pure patriotism can justify America not paying
attention to their allies or questioning the manner in which they go about preventing
World war III is a demonstration of a type of unsupported flag waving.
Those arguing that The New Deal has a right wing slant also point toward the
anti-Arab sentiment found throughout the first three comics. While it is admitted that
Captain America saves a young man of Middle Eastern appearance, the question remains
as to why the children of Al-Tariq are depicted in desert robes. Al-Tariq does not appear
in desert robes, yet the attacking children who are “Hate” do. The depiction of Middle
Eastern enemies uses and therefore reinforces an anti Arab sentiment that exists in the
United States. The same situation brings to light a deeper issue. Captain America is the
only person willing to reason without being forced. Captain America is attacked by the
children as he tries to reason with them, but it is not until he saves one of their lives that
the child is then willing to listen. It is being assumed throughout all six of the comics that
the only way for the world to be at peace is for Captain America to defeat his enemies
and then hope that they are willing to see the error in their ways. It is assumed in the story
that Captain America will bring his enemies to justice, which implies that his actions are
also just.
While the large majority of the readers took a negative view towards The New
Deal, calling it either left or right, there were some readers who took a more expansive
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view. Julian Darius explains that John Ney Rieber and John Cassaday took on a much
more complicated narrative then the story line was capable of pulling off. He explains
that after the first twenty-four pages the story presents three tendencies that dovetail:
“patriotism, anti-Arab Sentiment, and anti-American sentiment.”62 Darius explains that
The New Deal only remains relevant as a comment on the shift in American ideology
after the 9/11 attacks. The New Deal serves best as a reflection of America’s rush to the
right and subsequent retreat to the left, both guided by new found fear, understanding of
civilian loss, and desire to examine our past actions. While again its undecided if the
story is left or right or a bit of both, what is decided is that the story and values presented
do not fit with the intended audience who would have picked these comics up off the
shelf of a comic shop. Given the systematic coverage of the narrative elements at play in
The New Deal, let us now begin assessing the success or failure of the rhetoric.

Assessing [and Reframing] the Rhetoric of The New Deal
While the examination of The New Deal has revealed two issues in terms of
probability, the issues are small in comparison to the overall development of the
argument found within the artifact. The timeline issue and conflicting outward action
versus inward thought of Captain America is of little consequence. It is important to note
that not a single review criticizes the collection for either of these issues, and therefore
the narrative passes the test of probability. The story is structurally within tolerance in
terms of internal links and constancy. The issues that develop in terms of fidelity are
substantially more damaging to the rhetoric’s overall persuasiveness.
The original audience finds themselves in disagreement with the artifact largely
because of their preexisting conceptions about whom and what Captain America is. Ney
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Reiber and Cassaday’s attempt to persuade by making Captain America human yet more
than human, and contemporary yet still metaphorical fails as a piece of rhetoric. Too
many readers found the character meeting their expectations in one moment but then
failing them in another. One year after the original release of the comic, Mike Cotton
with Wizard magazine had a discussion with both Rieber and Cassaday about The New
Deal. Cassaday explained that he and Rieber had originally planned on starting their
comic series off with what is now issue 7. Because the attacks had such a large impact on
the nation they decided it was more important to keep Captain America relevant. Rieber
said that he felt “very strongly that Cap should be about the tough questions.”63 He is
quoted later saying that if “it were only fulfilling people’s expectations or making them
comfortable—I’d feel as though I’d let Cap down. I’d be ashamed.”64 The article notes
that Rieber and Cassaday’s version of Captain America “didn’t leave every reader
happy—in fact, it left a lot of readers downright angry.”65 As already mentioned a large
portion of the original audience found flaws in the narrative that they just couldn’t get
past.
The conceptions of the orignial audience are largely based on comparisons to
other Captain America comics which they have read in the past. The new narrative arc is
being held accountable to the narrative arcs that preceded it. For some of the reviewers
this history goes back all the way to the 1940s comics while for others it starts closer to
the 70s and 80s. The audiences also base their opinions on what Captain America
represents. The original audience expresses concerns about the narrative using Captain
America as a symbol for America instead of treating the character as though Steve
Rogers is in the suit. Because Rogers has turned in the uniform in the past when he
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disagreed with his government’s choice of action, it’s understandable that the primary
audience questions why this is not being done in the current narrative.
It has become increasingly clear that The New Deal fails Fisher’s requirements for
a good story. While its great to hear that Rieber expected to create controversy about his
and Cassaday’s comics, Fisher’s method is not concerned with the intent of the author,
but instead the functionality of the narrative as a piece of rhetoric. The issues with
probability are not large enough to cause the narrative to fail. Instead this narrative fails
due to issues with fidelity. In creating controversy amongst their readership, Rieber and
Cassaday pushed members of their initial audience away. The New Deal tried being too
many things at once, as a result, it failed to provide a good story that was told well
enough to satisfy those who were expecting a continuation of the Captain America
mythology.
These considerations lead me to propose three distinct conclusions about The New
Deal. First, that based on the initial understanding of the method, the story passes the test
of probability, yet fails the test of fidelity with the original audience and is unworthy of
expansion to the new audience. Second, that based on the initial understating of the
method the artifact passes the test of probability, fails the test of fidelity with the original
audience, but passes the test of fidelity with the new audience. Third, that based on
historical components of the narrative being aspects of probability instead of fidelity, the
story fails the tests of probability making it unworthy of adherence from either audience
as the narrative is structurally flawed.
A lingering question remains. Are there issues which help account for the
rhetoric’s failure that exist outside the narrative itself? One issue that stands out is that
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comic books are not only held accountable to their audience, but also to the corporations
that pay for their creation. As Castro explains, The New Deal shows “an aspect of growth
by trying to help the healing process after a national horror, asking tough questions about
our political life.”66 This growth, according to Castro, is likely limited by the constraints
of the medium and the corporations who own those mediums. He explains that the
corporations that own comic book companies have little to gain by being controversial,
especially in the wake of an event like the attacks. “If anything, these corporations had
much to lose from a scandal unfolding in the midst of the inflamed rhetoric and
outpouring of national grief that accompanied these terrorist attacks.”67 But, as has
already been noted, The New Deal was not only released in 2002. It was repackaged in
2010 to play off the popularity of a major motion picture. It is a rare example of rhetoric
being rethought so that it could overcome its initial failure.
Once The New Deal was repackaged, it created a new narrative, as it moves
beyond the initial release and targets a new audience which is significantly larger. The
largest component of this revision relates to Castro’s criticism. In an effort to account for
the controversial tone and subject matter of The New Deal, Marvel Worldwide included a
forward written by Max Allan Collins, a noteworthy mystery and comic writer. This
forward reframes the narrative as it provides a different starting point than the previous
release. Collins’s two page introduction provides a partial summary which prepares the
reader for what lies in the pages ahead. He stresses the “story’s courage and ability to
examine the complexities of the issues that accompany terrorism…specifically, not to
duck things America has done to feed the hatred that led to the attacks.”68 In making
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observations like this, Collins is subverting the original narrative and altering the
expectations of those who read the repackaged collection.
With a different framing in place, this new audience’s reactions differed greatly
from the original audience. This audience largely accepts the narrative presented by
Collins, Rieber and Cassaday in repackaged The New Deal. The majority of the reviewers
after 2010 mirror the forward presented in the book itself, claiming that it is a courageous
and complex narrative. As one review states, the narrative allows Americans and Captain
America to stand tall; however, they must be “forever aware of the damage done to the
country.”69 Captain America is viewed as now having a complicated mindset and
“haunted soul, desperately seeking to hold himself together and do his duty in the face of
extreme terror.”70 Many of these reviewers also go a step further; they suggest that the
failure to engage the original audience is now an example of how great the narrative
actually is. If the narrative can be called leftist socialism and right wing flag waving than
its more likely that the story has a more centralized political theme. If anything it shows
“just how fine a line a comic book has to walk when it tackles political subjects.”71
In the end, the revised narrative functions as a new narrative and as an instance of
new rhetoric. As a result, it falls outside the scope of my analysis and does not alter my
conclusions, but instead helps to justify them. Rieber and Cassaday’s narrative, when
presented to its original audience, failed to meet the tests of Fisher’s narrative paradigm.
The existence of the reframed narrative points towards issues which might help us better
understand the strengths and limitations that exist for comics as rhetoric. These same
strengths and limitations might also belong to other contemporary forms of rhetorical
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narratives. In the next chapter we will look towards these and other issues as this theses
comes to a close.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
Applying Walter Fisher’s narrative paradigm to writer John Ney Rieber and
illustrator John Cassaday’s The New Deal yielded insight into how effective the authors
were at crafting a narrative which could meet the expectations of their readership after the
September the Eleventh attacks. I concluded that most of the readers found the multiple
perspectives that the authors introduced to be objectionable to the point that most of them
were unwilling or unable to accept the narrative. As a result, any rhetorical message that
the narrative had was lost to its audience. Rieber and Cassaday failed to meet the
expectations of their audience while attempting to present controversial points of view,
which ultimately limited the overall impact of the rhetoric. In this chapter I will explain
the difficulties I encountered in applying Fisher’s paradigm to The New Deal. I will then
present how lessons learned form this study could be used by future critics. Finally, I will
offer suggestions for future research.
I encountered difficulties in applying Fisher’s narrative paradigm. Most of the
challenges I encountered relate to the fact that Fisher’s model was developed to deal with
traditional (spoken and written) narratives produced in traditional mediums (oratorical
presentations, text-only books, etc.). A major issue encountered was the split between
probability and fidelity. Fisher says that narrative probability is how well the story stays
together and fidelity is how well the audience perceives the story to fit with their
previously established understandings. While this division might be clear for a story that
is told once, in a single artifact, the division is more difficult to apply to comic books.
The audience’s perception of The New Deal was heavily based on past comic books that
Rieber and Cassaday had no control over. While this would initially suggest that it would
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purely be an issue of fidelity, often times the audience’s dislikes were addressed in terms
of being structural issues. Many of the readers explained how inconsistent the character
was with previous versions, suggesting an issue with characterlogical coherence rather
than just an issue with fidelity. While this could likely be encountered as an issue with
traditional narrative forms, it is much more likely to be an issue present in all longrunning comic books.
Comic books are considered a rather flexible medium, meaning that they often
lack consistency due to changes in their creative teams. When new teams take over a
comic it is often understood that they will alter the character to fit their style of writing
and illustrating. These alterations can be slight changes in appearance or demeanor, or
they can be complete disregard of past story lines. While Rieber, Cassaday, and Marvel
made it clear that they were presenting a new version of Captain America by starting a
new volume of the comic and changing the publisher to the Marvel sub-group, Marvel
Knights, the audience resisted this explanation as they still referenced past versions to
make comparisons. Fisher’s paradigm assists us in understanding that the rhetoric failed,
but his two part approach also raises questions. Is the failure primarily a result of
probability or fidelity? In cases where the two parts overlap, are they truly separate
components?
I should also make it clear that my approach represents only one type of analysis
that could be developed while looking at The New Deal and/or using narrative analysis as
a rhetorical method. A rhetorical critic may choose to focus on different components and
layers of a narrative. As Fisher notes, a rhetorical critic can examine a narrative in a
variety of ways: to understand the influence of a specific author, to assess the impact of a
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specific audience, or to ascertain the importance of a specific situation. Whatever focus is
chosen by the critic, it is “but a means to answering one or more of these questions.”1 As
such, my choice to focus on reader responses provides important answers to specific
questions. Other critical choices will yield different answers because they examine the
narrative from different angles. They may choose to examine the narrative aspects
related to minor or peripheral characters. They might seek to explain how values are
implicated in turns of phrase or imagery used to carry the narrative in specific parts of the
six-part series. Thus narrative analysis, like any form of rhetorical criticism, is a
cumulative endeavor. Different scholars can add to and complicate the analysis I have
conducted, experiencing more or less difficulty depending on their approach.
One of the problems related to my critical regards the types of responses I was
able to draw upon. In examining The New Deal, I found myself gathering information
from sources that where assessment of credibility were difficult to make. Very few
publication outlets exist for comic book research and reviews. As a result, most of my
reader feedback was gathered from Amazon reviews, comic book blogs, and comic book
fan sites. Monthly comic book review journals do exist. But the leading review
publication, Wizard magazine, facing economic hardship, was forced to shift from print
to online only. Archival materials are not available on Wizard’s web site, and none of the
Summit universities in the United States own back issues. This limited my ability to more
thoroughly examine the background of most of the readers who responded to The New
Deal. Having biographical information about the respondents would have allowed me to
develop a better understanding of the demographics of the audience and or allow me to
know how many of the respondents were in fact previous readers of Captain America.
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While I was able to draw conclusions based on the responses, few of the
responses provided detail as to what exactly made them dislike the comic. While they
would express generalized themes, they did not point to the specific language or
depiction with which they disagreed. These generalizing responses limited my ability to
determine whether or not the narrative failed due to issues with probability or fidelity.
This is not to say that conclusions can not be drawn from these reactions; Fisher’s
method still provides for reasonable conclusions to be drawn. But it does suggest that I,
as the critic, was required to generate an interpretation that was based on a more
generalized sketch of the audience then would be proffered.
With the limitations noted, I was still able to draw conclusions about the
effectiveness of The New Deal as it related to its target audience. I gathered many
reactions from various sources and sought to identify the specific issues where
disagreements were referenced. I was also able to use the repackaged works to my
advantage. The alterations made during repackaging, specifically the addition of the
forward provides further support for the conclusions that I came to using Fisher’s
paradigm. Specifically, these materials demonstrated how the narrative’s rhetorical
failure necessitated an after-the-fact revision which served to correct these failures. While
Rieber claims that he wrote the narrative knowing it would be controversial, he likely did
not expect it to be rejected by as many audience members as it was. This highlights how,
even in a non-traditional medium, audience members still place traditional narrative
requirements on the rhetors who attempt to influence them. While Rieber and Cassaday
were the creators of Captain America in The New Deal, their audience adamantly
reminded them that they were working on a character that was not solely theirs. When a
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rhetor fails to meet the expectations of their audience, their message will likely be lost in
the process. In an attempt to be controversial, Rieber and Cassaday lost access to their
audience and produced an ineffective rhetoric.
These were not foregone conclusions on my part. When I started this project, I
thought that The New Deal was a great example of comic book rhetoric. The comic’s
topic was current and applicable, the character was damaged yet relatable, and the story
presented had good moral value. What I ended up discovering was that the audience for
whom the comic was written for thought quite the opposite. I was approaching Captain
America without any understanding of the comic’s, or character’s, history. I began
reading reviews which explained that the Captain America I had just read differed greatly
from the Captain America many of the readers grew up with. To those readers, it didn’t
matter that what was being said was relevant, relatable, or valuable. Rieber and Cassaday
changed Captain America so much that he was no longer the Captain America his
audience knew him to be, and the narrative was not what the story that they were
expecting or hoping for.
For those looking to research comic books in the future, be prepared to purchase
most of your artifacts. While digital versions do exist, they are often times considered
collector’s items and come at a high price. Several internet based comic shops function in
the United States and can serve as a way to get some of the hard to find materials at
reasonable prices. Local comic book shops often have offsite storage rooms and access to
markets that a person without their own store would not know about. Talking with shop
owners who attend conventions greatly increases your chances of tracking down hard to
find artifacts. Whatever route is taken expect delays in actual retrieval of the documents.
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Also be prepared to experience difficulties when applying the narrative
framework to the medium of comic books. The relationship of the written components
and the visual components is sometimes complicated and relies on some reader
interpretation. The importance and role of visual components in rhetoric is still being
contested. I approached the visual as being components reinforcing the written, acting as
support for what is written. I took this approach due to the basic fact that absent the
textual; The New Deal is graphically stimulating but rhetorically incomprehensible.
Granted, this is not the only perspective and is possibly not even the most popular. But it
is an issue that will confront scholars working at the intersections of the written and the
graphic, of a traditional method and a more contemporary artifact.
If anything, I hope to have demonstrated that some comic books are a form of
rhetoric. As rhetoric they are ripe for criticism. It would be useful for a systematic
analysis to be conducted on long running comics like Captain America. Attention could
also be focused on comics that have sought to alter public opinion. Once enough research
has been done, it would be possible to identify reoccurring themes and trends of comic
books, while also providing more insight into the composition of comic book readership.
While comic books themselves are a fringe medium which often does not generate much
discussion in academia, it’s important to note the rising popularity both in terms of
readership and undoubtedly in terms of their influence on film. I would hope those
looking to understand the current rise in popularity of comic book characters are looking
beyond just the current movie grosses and portrayals. Instead, I hope they choose to
examine the persuasive influences at play.
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While the analysis of The New Deal demonstrates that the narrative failed with its
initial audience, it is important to note that Marvel learned from its mistakes. In revised
form, with a different rationale, The New Deal was able to effectively engage a new, and
far broader, audience. While this is a shift for which Fisher’s paradigm does not account,
it only reinforces one of my more basic points: comic book readers, long derided as
beneath scholarly scrutiny, are critical consumers of the rhetoric that comic book makers
create. In continuing to examine the stories presented in comic books, we might discover
why comic book characters have such rich and detailed lives. We might even be able to
determine if their ability to survive rests with the audiences who support them, or the
rhetors that give them life.
NOTES
1

Walter Fisher, “Clarifying the Narrative Paradigm” Communication
Monographs 56, (March 1989): 56.
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Appendix One

Image A,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 1, no. 1

Image B,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 1, no. 13

Image C,
1940’s Advertisement for
The Sentinels of Liberty Club

Image D,
1940’s Advertisement for
The Sentinels of Liberty to Recycle
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Image E,
1940’s Advertisement to
Buy War Saving Stamps

Image F,
1940’s Advertisement for
Kids to Build Their Own Toys

Image G,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 1
Enemy: Chapter 1, Dust

Image H,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 2
Enemy: Chapter 2, One Nation
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Image I,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 3
Enemy: Chapter 3, Soft Targets

Image J,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 4
Warlords: Part One

Image K,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 5
Warlords: Part 2, Above The Law

Image L,
Cover of Captain America
vol. 4, no. 6
Warlords: Part Three
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Appendix Two

Image A,
Captain America
vol. 4, no. 1
Iconic Imagery Used To
Enhance Rhetoric

Image B,
Captain America
vol. 4, no. 5
Inside Panel Featuring Title
Warlords: Above The Law

Image C,
Captain America
vol. 4, no. 2
Note the Time Displayed is 9:01 a.m.

Image D,
Captain America
vol. 4, no. 2
Note the Time Displayed is 8:00 a.m.
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Image E,
Captain America
vol. 4, no. 3
Note the Time Displayed is 8:00 a.m.

